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Rating Rationale
June 23, 2022 | Mumbai

Fincare Small Finance Bank Limited
Rating reaffirmed at 'CRISIL A1+ '

 
Rating Action

Rs.250 Crore Certificate of Deposits CRISIL A1+ (Reaffirmed)
1 crore = 10 million
Refer to Annexure for Details of Instruments & Bank Facilities

Detailed Rationale
CRISIL Ratings has reaffirmed its ‘CRISIL A1+’ rating on the certificate of deposits programme of Fincare Small Finance
Bank Ltd (Fincare SFB).
 
The rating continues to reflect the bank’s adequate capital position, experienced board and leadership team, sound risk
management systems and practices bolstered by increasing digitisation, and rising share of retail deposits. These strengths
are partially offset by moderation in asset quality, modest credit risk profile of the borrowers and limited seasoning in the
non-microfinance portfolio.
 
Over the years, Fincare SFB has ramped up its deposit franchise to reach a deposit base of Rs 6,456 crore as on March 31,
2022, up 21.4% on-year and constituting 69% of external borrowings. Commensurate to this growth, the share of retail
deposits (current account and savings account [CASA] and retail term deposits) was at 82.2% as on March 31, 2022,
compared with 87.6% a year earlier. The share of CASA deposits in the overall deposit base saw robust growth in fiscal
2022 and stood at 36.3% as on March 31, 2022, compared with 23.7% a year earlier. In terms of external liabilities, CASA
stood at 18.8%, which is comparable with most other small finance banks (SFBs) but lower than banks.
 
Assets under management (AUM) grew 24% in fiscal 2022 to Rs 7,541 crore, driven by 19% growth in microfinance loans,
which have the largest share (about 76%) in the AUM followed by LAP (12%) and loans against gold (6%). Despite gradual
expansion into non-microfinance products in recent years, their share in the AUM remains small and ability to profitably
scale up this portfolio will remain a rating sensitivity factor.
 
Gross non-performing assets (NPAs) surged to 6.4% as on March 31, 2021, after having remained below 1% pre-
Covid. Furthermore, collection efficiency declined to 72% in May 2021 from 92% in March 2021 because of the second
Covid wave. Post the second quarter of fiscal 2022, with improvement in cash flows of borrowers, collection efficiency
improved and stood at 97% in March 2022. Gross NPAs were at 7.8% and net NPAs at 3.6% as on March 31, 2022.
Additionally, the bank has a restructured portfolio of Rs 370 crore (4.9% of the AUM as on March 31, 2022), billing for which
is expected to start from July 2022. The ability to sustain collection and eventually reach the pre-pandemic level of over 99%
on a steady-state basis remains a key monitorable. 
 
Higher provisioning in fiscal 2022 led to net profit of Rs 8.9 crore translating to return on assets of 0.1% (Rs 113 crore and
1.5%, respectively, in the previous fiscal). Pre-provisioning profit was Rs 431 crore in fiscal 2022 as against Rs 365 crore in
fiscal 2021.

Analytical Approach
CRISIL Ratings has assessed the standalone credit risk profile of Fincare SFB.

Key Rating Drivers & Detailed Description
Strengths:
* Adequate capital position, supported by a diverse investor base
The bank is adequately capitalised despite volatility in asset quality owing to socio-political issues. In fiscal 2022, the bank
raised Rs 169.7 crore through issuance of rights to shareholders. This, in addition to a stable cash accrual, resulted in
networth of Rs 1,202 crore, and tier I capital adequacy ratio (CAR) of 19.5% and overall CAR of 22.3% as on March 31,
2022. On a steady state basis, the bank intends to maintain overall CAR of over 20%. Gearing was moderate at 7.8 times
as on March 31, 2022.
 
CRISIL Ratings believes Fincare SFB enjoys strong flexibility to raise equity, whenever required, given its diverse group of
investors with high pedigree, some of whom have been associated with the bank since 2010.
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* Experienced board and senior management team
Fincare SFB transitioned from a promoter-driven entity to an entity managed by a team of experienced professionals almost
a decade ago, and benefits substantially from the presence of experienced professionals from across the financial sector.
The leadership team, including Mr Rajeev Yadav, Mr Keyur Doshi, Mr Soham Shukla and Mr Mahendar Chawla, has been
stable for many years now. Other top executives, such as Mr Pankaj Gulati and Mr Kishore Mangalvedhe, have also been
with the entity for over eight years.
 
The board comprises eminent persons from the financial and allied sectors. They have rich domain expertise and extensive
experience in the fields of microfinance and self-help groups, audit and accounts, banking, taxation, technology and
strategy.
 
* Sound risk management systems and practices, bolstered by digital initiatives undertaken by the bank
Over its operational history, previously as an MFI and now as a bank, Fincare SFB has adjusted its systems and processes
to match its scale and nature of business while keeping technology at the forefront. This has helped scale up the
operationally intensive microfinance business and remains an anchor for the bank’s retail portfolio. The bank has adequate
audit and internal control mechanisms, which include a separate operational risk function. Since the amalgamation of Disha
Microfin and Future Financial Services Ltd (FFSL), the board and senior management team have taken initiatives to
enhance digitisation of operations. As part of its long-term strategy, the bank has launched ‘101 first account’, a zero
balance digital savings account with instant account opening feature. ‘Kaizala’, a secure employee communication and
productivity application, has digitised field processes such as password resets, audits, UPI collection and branch control,
providing greater visibility on the activities of the field staff. The bank has implemented DLite and M-Care process flows,
which involve tablet-based loan application followed by real-time credit bureau check and instant credit decision.
 
* Rising deposit base, driven by increasing share of retail deposits
Fincare SFB had a deposit base of Rs 6,456 crore as on March 31, 2022, accounting for 69% of overall external
borrowings. The share of retail deposits in the overall liability franchise has grown in tandem, anchored by the bank’s ability
to leverage its base of over 2.5 million retail borrowers on the asset side, of which majority are now deposit customers as
well. The share of retail deposits (CASA and retail term deposits) stood at 82.2% as on March 31, 2022, as against 87.6% a
year earlier. The traction in retail deposits imparts granularity to liabilities.
 
The CASA share rose to 36.3% of total deposits and 24.9% of total borrowings as on March 31, 2022, from 23.7% and
18.8%, respectively, a year earlier. This metric has improved gradually since Fincare SFB transitioned into a bank with
incremental funds being in the form of low-cost deposits and refinance from financial institutions. Cost of funds declined
from above 10% in fiscal 2017 to 6.8% in 2022 and is expected to reduce further. Ability to sustain growth in retail deposits
in the overall deposit and liability base remains a key monitorable.
 
Weakness:
* Modest credit risk profiles of borrowers
A significant 76% of the portfolio comprises microfinance loans to clients with below-average credit risk profiles and lack of
access to formal credit. These customers belong to the semi-skilled/self-employed category and their income may be
volatile and dependent on the local economy. The slowdown in economic activity in the wake of the nationwide lockdown
imposed in March 2020 to control the spread of Covid-19 affected the cash flows of such borrowers, thereby restricting their
repayment capability. Moreover, this segment of borrowers remains exposed to idiosyncratic risks on account of socio-
political factors. As economic growth is picking up, ability of the bank to reinstate repayment discipline among customers will
be a key monitorable.
 
* Moderation in asset quality
The bank’s asset quality has remained volatile since Covid-19 broke out in March 2020. As of March 2021, gross NPAs and
net NPAs were 6.4% and 2.8%, respectively, against 0.8% and 0.4%, respectively, in March 2020. This was aggravated by
the second wave of the pandemic, with gross NPAs and net NPAs rising to 7.8% and 3.6%, respectively, in fiscal 2022.
Additionally, provisioning coverage ratio was 44% in fiscal 2022 and restructured portfolio stood at Rs 370 crore (4.9% of the
AUM as on March 31, 2022). Billing for the restructured portfolio is expected to start from July 2022. While asset quality
started improving in the third quarter of fiscal 2022, ability to expedite improvement to revive profitability remains a key
rating sensitivity factor. As the bank’s target market largely comprises customers with below-average credit risk profiles,
ability to reinstate credit discipline among borrowers is critical.
 
* Limited seasoning of the non-microfinance portfolio
Fincare SFB has a limited track record in the non-microfinance segment, which accounts for 24% of AUM, with vintage of
just over three years in affordable housing loans, loans against property, loans against gold and institutional finance. Other
products such as two-wheeler loans were introduced only in fiscal 2019. Loans against property and gold loans form the
bulk of the non-microfinance portfolio, and stood at 12% and 6% of the AUM, respectively, as of March 2022. As the bank
intends to increase share of the non-microfinance segments, ability to maintain sound asset quality while managing growth
and profitability across economic cycles will be a key monitorable.

Liquidity : Strong
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Particulars for the period-ended Unit Mar-2022 Mar-2021 Mar-2020 Mar-2019
Total assets Rs Crore 10,906 7,966 7116 4172
Total income Rs Crore 1,648 1,378 1216 675
PAT Rs Crore 8.9 113 143 102
Overall CAR % 22.3 29.6 29.3 23.6
Tier I CAR % 19.5 24.9 23.5 21.5
Return on assets % 0.1 1.5 2.5 3.2

The bank had excess statutory liquidity requirement of Rs 1,050 crore and liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) of 206% as on
March 31, 2022. Based on its structural liquidity statement dated March 31, 2022, there were no material negative gaps in
buckets for up to one year. Liquidity is supported by access to refinance limits from financial institutions. As a scheduled
commercial bank, Fincare SFB has access to liquidity adjustment facility, marginal standing facility and interbank markets in
addition to certificate of deposits.

Rating Sensitivity factors
Downside factors

Moderation in asset quality and growth in non-microfinance segment, weakening the profitability and capital position
Inability to garner retail deposits, leading to Reduction in share in the total deposit base below 30% for a prolonged
period

About the Bank
Incorporated in June 2017, Fincare SFB is an amalgamation of Disha Microfin and FFSL. Promoted by Mr Sameer
Nanavati, Mr Keyur Doshi, Mr Vivek Kothari and Mr Soham Shukla, Disha Microfin was engaged in the microfinance
business since February 2009 in Gujarat. FFSL, promoted by Mr Dasaratha Reddy and his family members, was in the
same business since 2007 in Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. In October 2010, Indium IV (Mauritius) Holdings
Ltd (Indium IV), advised by India Value Fund Managers (IVF), acquired stake in Disha Microfin and FFSL to integrate the
entities. By mid-2012, the functional integration of Disha Microfin and FFSL was completed with both companies using the
same software and technology, having common ground-level processes and similar organisation structure. The Fincare
brand was established in 2014.
 
In September 2015, Disha Microfin received in-principle approval from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to set up a small
finance bank with the objective of enhancing financial inclusion. The bank, Fincare SFB, commenced operations in July
2017. Through a gazette order dated April 13, 2019, the RBI directed the inclusion of the bank in the Second Schedule of
Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934.

Key Financial Indicators

 
Any other information: Not applicable

Note on complexity levels of the rated instrument:
CRISIL Ratings' complexity levels are assigned to various types of financial instruments. The CRISIL Ratings' complexity
levels are available on www.crisil.com/complexity-levels. Users are advised to refer to the CRISIL Ratings' complexity
levels for instruments that they consider for investment. Users may also call the Customer Service Helpdesk with queries
on specific instruments.

Annexure - Details of Instrument(s)

ISIN Nature of instrument Date of
allotment

Coupon
rate (%)

Maturity
date

Amount (Rs
crore)

Complexity
level

Rating assigned
with outlook

NA Certificate of deposits NA NA 7-365 days 250 Simple CRISIL A1+

Annexure - Rating History for last 3 Years
 Current 2022 (History) 2021 2020 2019 Start of

2019

Instrument Type Outstanding
Amount Rating Date Rating Date Rating Date Rating Date Rating Rating

Certificate of
Deposits ST 250.0 CRISIL

A1+  -- 29-06-21 CRISIL
A1+ 29-06-20 CRISIL

A1+ 13-06-19 CRISIL
A1+ --

All amounts are in Rs.Cr.

   

Criteria Details

Links to related criteria
CRISILs Bank Loan Ratings - process, scale and default recognition

http://www.crisil.com/complexity-levels
http://www.crisil.com//Ratings//SectorMethodology//MethodologyDocs//criteria//CRISILs%20Bank%20Loan%20Ratings%20-%20process,%20scale%20and%20default%20recognition.pdf
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Rating Criteria for Banks and Financial Institutions
CRISILs Criteria for rating short term debt
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Note for Media:
This rating rationale is transmitted to you for the sole purpose of dissemination through your newspaper/magazine/agency. The rating rationale may be
used by you in full or in part without changing the meaning or context thereof but with due credit to CRISIL Ratings. However, CRISIL Ratings alone has
the sole right of distribution (whether directly or indirectly) of its rationales for consideration or otherwise through any media including websites and portals.

About CRISIL Ratings Limited (A subsidiary of CRISIL Limited)

CRISIL Ratings pioneered the concept of credit rating in India in 1987. With a tradition of independence, analytical rigour and
innovation, we set the standards in the credit rating business. We rate the entire range of debt instruments, such as bank loans,
certificates of deposit, commercial paper, non-convertible/convertible/partially convertible bonds and debentures, perpetual
bonds, bank hybrid capital instruments, asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities, partial guarantees and other structured
debt instruments. We have rated over 33,000 large and mid-scale corporates and financial institutions. We have also instituted
several innovations in India in the rating business, including ratings for municipal bonds, partially guaranteed instruments and
infrastructure investment trusts (InvITs).
 
CRISIL Ratings Limited ('CRISIL Ratings') is a wholly-owned subsidiary of CRISIL Limited ('CRISIL'). CRISIL Ratings Limited is
registered in India as a credit rating agency with the Securities and Exchange Board of India ("SEBI").
 
For more information, visit www.crisilratings.com 
 

About CRISIL Limited

CRISIL is a global analytical company providing ratings, research, and risk and policy advisory services. We are India's leading
ratings agency. We are also the foremost provider of high-end research to the world's largest banks and leading corporations.

CRISIL is majority owned by S&P Global Inc, a leading provider of transparent and independent ratings, benchmarks, analytics
and data to the capital and commodity markets worldwide.

For more information, visit www.crisil.com

Connect with us: TWITTER | LINKEDIN | YOUTUBE | FACEBOOK

CRISIL PRIVACY NOTICE
 
CRISIL respects your privacy. We may use your contact information, such as your name, address and email id to fulfil your request and service your
account and to provide you with additional information from CRISIL. For further information on CRISIL’s privacy policy please visit www.crisil.com.

DISCLAIMER

This disclaimer is part of and applies to each credit ra�ng report and/or credit ra�ng ra�onale (‘report’) that is provided by
CRISIL Ra�ngs Limited (‘CRISIL Ra�ngs’). To avoid doubt, the term ‘report’ includes the informa�on, ra�ngs and other content
forming part of the report. The report is intended for the jurisdic�on of India only. This report does not cons�tute an offer of
services. Without limi�ng the generality of the foregoing, nothing in the report is to be construed as CRISIL Ra�ngs providing
or intending to provide any services in jurisdic�ons where CRISIL Ra�ngs does not have the necessary licenses and/or
registra�on to carry out its business ac�vi�es referred to above. Access or use of this report does not create a client
rela�onship between CRISIL Ra�ngs and the user.

We are not aware that any user intends to rely on the report or of the manner in which a user intends to use the report. In
preparing our report we have not taken into considera�on the objec�ves or par�cular needs of any par�cular user. It is made
abundantly clear that the report is not intended to and does not cons�tute an investment advice. The report is not an offer to
sell or an offer to purchase or subscribe for any investment in any securi�es, instruments, facili�es or solicita�on of any kind to
enter into any deal or transac�on with the en�ty to which the report pertains. The report should not be the sole or primary
basis for any investment decision within the meaning of any law or regula�on (including the laws and regula�ons applicable in
the US).

Ra�ngs from CRISIL Ra�ngs are statements of opinion as of the date they are expressed and not statements of fact or
recommenda�ons to purchase, hold or sell any securi�es/instruments or to make any investment decisions. Any opinions
expressed here are in good faith, are subject to change without no�ce, and are only current as of the stated date of their
issue. CRISIL Ra�ngs assumes no obliga�on to update its opinions following publica�on in any form or format although CRISIL

http://www.crisilratings.com/
http://www.crisil.com/
https://twitter.com/CRISILLimited
http://www.linkedin.com/company/crisil
https://www.youtube.com/user/CRISILLimited
https://www.facebook.com/CRISILLimited
https://www.crisil.com/en/home/crisil-privacy-notice.html
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Ra�ngs may disseminate its opinions and analysis. The ra�ng contained in the report is not a subs�tute for the skill, judgment
and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment or other business
decisions. The recipients of the report should rely on their own judgment and take their own professional advice before ac�ng
on the report in any way. CRISIL Ra�ngs or its associates may have other commercial transac�ons with the en�ty to which the
report pertains.

Neither CRISIL Ra�ngs nor its affiliates, third-party providers, as well as their directors, officers, shareholders, employees or
agents (collec�vely, ‘CRISIL Ra�ngs Par�es’) guarantee the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the report, and no CRISIL
Ra�ngs Party shall have any liability for any errors, omissions or interrup�ons therein, regardless of the cause, or for the
results obtained from the use of any part of the report. EACH CRISIL RATINGS PARTY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, SUITABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE. In no event shall any CRISIL Ra�ngs Party be liable to any party for any direct, indirect,
incidental, exemplary, compensatory, puni�ve, special or consequen�al damages, costs, expenses, legal fees or losses
(including, without limita�on, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs) in connec�on with any use of any part of the
report even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

CRISIL Ra�ngs may receive compensa�on for its ra�ngs and certain credit-related analyses, normally from issuers or
underwriters of the instruments, facili�es, securi�es or from obligors. Public ra�ngs and analysis by CRISIL Ra�ngs, as are
required to be disclosed under the regula�ons of the Securi�es and Exchange Board of India (and other applicable regula�ons,
if any), are made available on its website, www.crisilra�ngs.com (free of charge). Reports with more detail and addi�onal
informa�on may be available for subscrip�on at a fee – more details about ra�ngs by CRISIL Ra�ngs are available here:
www.crisilra�ngs.com.

CRISIL Ra�ngs and its affiliates do not act as a fiduciary. While CRISIL Ra�ngs has obtained informa�on from sources it believes
to be reliable, CRISIL Ra�ngs does not perform an audit and undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verifica�on of
any informa�on it receives and/or relies on in its reports. CRISIL Ra�ngs has established policies and procedures to maintain
the confiden�ality of certain non-public informa�on received in connec�on with each analy�cal process. CRISIL Ra�ngs has in
place a ra�ngs code of conduct and policies for managing conflict of interest. For details please refer to:
h�ps://www.crisil.com/en/home/our-businesses/ra�ngs/regulatory-disclosures/highlighted-policies.html.

Ra�ng criteria by CRISIL Ra�ngs are generally available without charge to the public on the CRISIL Ra�ngs public website,
www.crisilra�ngs.com. For latest ra�ng informa�on on any instrument of any company rated by CRISIL Ra�ngs, you may
contact the CRISIL Ra�ngs desk at crisilra�ngdesk@crisil.com, or at (0091) 1800 267 1301.

This report should not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person or in any form without prior wri�en consent from
CRISIL Ra�ngs.

All rights reserved @ CRISIL Ra�ngs Limited. CRISIL Ra�ngs is a wholly owned subsidiary of CRISIL Limited.
 

 

CRISIL Ratings uses the prefix ‘PP-MLD’ for the ratings of principal-protected market-linked debentures (PPMLD) with effect
from November 1, 2011, to comply with the SEBI circular, "Guidelines for Issue and Listing of Structured Products/Market Linked

Debentures". The revision in rating symbols for PPMLDs should not be construed as a change in the rating of the subject
instrument. For details on CRISIL Ratings' use of 'PP-MLD' please refer to the notes to Rating scale for Debt Instruments and

Structured Finance Instruments at the following link: h�ps://www.crisil.com/en/home/our-businesses/ra�ngs/credit-ra�ngs-scale.html
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